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SQL Data Extraction Tool

The power to develop the future

Extract data from single or multiple filePro® databases
using a single SQL command!
Build a library
of SQL queries
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“I sold it to my customers
because they had internal
corporate directives for sql
compatibility in databases,
they had people who knew
sql already...
...It gives people with only moderate technical skill the
ability to do database queries that were not part of
our filePro schema/design on their own without having
to call our technical support or ask for new features”
Joe Chasan, Magnatech Business Systems

fPSQL supports aggregate functions such as
MIN, MAX, AVG, SUM, and COUNT:
Example: SELECT max(price), count(*)

The Set clause sends the query
output to file, printer or screen,
provides some control of print
formatting, and enables querying
qualified files.

Learn about more of
fPSQL’s features on the
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“fPSQL is a very powerful data extraction
tool, pulling relational data from multiple
filepro databases with a single SQL
command”
Bob Haussmann, Tabor Services

You can run fPSQL from a
command line or menu selection
with the output going directly to a
text file.

“You may be surprised to learn that the greatest use
of fPSQL by our customers is to build flat ascii files
that they can then import into some other
application such as access or excel or word”
Wayne Anschutz, Computer Resources

fPSQL is a character-based tool that provides very flexible
read-only access to filePro databases using Structured
Query Language (SQL). It supports the following SQL
clauses:
SET, SELECT, FROM, WHERE, GROUP BY, HAVING, ORDER BY
An fPSQL Query can be as simple as:
SELECT Company, Contact, Phone FROM Custmast
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